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Suppose dipy = x is an nth order linear stochastic differential equation 
involving stochastic process coefficients in one or more (up to n - 1) of the 
coeffkient processes, i.e., 9 is a stochastic operator [l] of the form 
B = C:z0 a,(& w) d”/dt and x is a stochastic process, defined on an 
appropriate probability space. Suppose that L = (9) is an invertible 
(deterministic) operator and 9 = 2’ - L. Thus W = Cy=‘=, a (t, w) d”/dt’, 
m < n - 1, and L = CrzO (a,,([, 0)) d”/dt” is assumed to be an invertible 
operator. The c(, are zero-mean stochastic processes representing the fluc- 
tuation in each coefficient, (x,, E C” and x(t, w) E Co. The solution has been 
given by Adomian, assuming a,, = I, as 
y(t,o)= f (-l)“(L-‘.~)“L-‘x=~-‘x, (1) 
II=0 
i.e., the “inverse” operator 2’~ ’ is formally 
y--l = 5 (-l)“(L-‘g)“L-’ (2) 
?I==0 
an almost surely bounded operator mapping x to y such that PJI =x, as., 
if the a,(& o) and their derivatives to the appropriate orders are bounded 
a.s., for all v and t E T, the Green’s function for L and its kth derivative for 
0 <k d n - 1 are jointly continuous on TX T, and the (a,) are continuous 
on TX TX .*. x T and defined as a multidimensional Lebesgue integral 
over R x $2 x . . . x 12 for each sequence {t, ,..., t,,} E T if the integral exists 
PI. 
THEOREM 1. The linear stochastic differential equation 9y = x is 
satisfied by 4, = C;:J ( - 1 )‘(L ~ ‘W)‘L ~ lx in the limit as n -+ CO. Zf the norm 
is defined in [2] in terms of a proposed L; calculus, I/L --‘%‘(I < 1. 
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Proof: 
G. ADOMIAN AND K. MALAKIAN 
Ld,=(L+~)A 
n-l 
= (L +a) c (- l)‘(L-‘9)‘L-‘x 
i=O 
=x+(-l)“-‘~(L-‘~)“~‘L--‘x 
lim Lb,= L lim 4,=x. 
n-m n-s 
Therefore lim, _ o. 4, satisfies the equation Yy = x. 
THEOREM 2. The quantify C,“=, ( -1)‘(Lp’9)‘Lp’, denoted by Y-l, is 
the inverse of 2’. 
Proof. 
y-19 = f, (- l)‘(L-‘w)‘L-’ [L+ a] 
[ i=O 1 
=p)yL-%)% f (-l),+l(L--l%y+‘=z. 
i=O 
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